Diversity Council
Newsletter
Welcome
Welcome to the FCA DEI Council
quarterly newsletter! The purpose of
this newsletter is to keep you
informed on the progress of our DEI
Council, update you on events that
have occurred and remind you of
what is coming up. We welcome the
input of all FCA staff – if there is
something related to diversity,
equity, and inclusion that you would
like to see highlighted in an
upcoming newsletter, please email
DiversityCouncil@fcali.org.

TOLERANCE CENTER TOUR

MEMBER OF THE
DEI COUNCIL & FCA'S
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

On May 25th the DEI Council, along with other FCA staff members, visited
the Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center (located on the beautiful
Welwyn Preserve). Dorothy Jacobs, Member of the DEI Council and FCA’s
Board of Trustees, connected us with Dr. Avi Marcovitz who graciously gave
our group a private tour catered to our work as a DEI Council. The museum
and tolerance center was founded by Boris Charton and a group of
Holocaust Survivors, with the intention of teaching the history of the
Holocaust and educating people about all kinds of hatred, prejudice,
intolerance, antisemitism, racism, and bullying. Their mission: to spread the
message that by working together we can build a better tomorrow. The
experience was eye-opening for all who attended, as we learned about the
atrocities that took place 75 years ago and listened to Dr. Marcovitz
connect this to tragedies that still take place around the world today. It was
particularly upsetting to learn of the involvement of American businesses,
like IBM, in the development of the ghettos and the death camps that
murdered more than 6 million Jews. The DEI Council looks forward to
partnering with the Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center again to
provide future trainings to all FCA staff.

Dorothy Jacobs- Human of FCA
Head to FCA's YouTube to watch
the latest Humans of FCA video!
This month we were introduced to
Dorothy Jacobs (aka DJ), a member
of the DEI Council and FCA's Board
of Trustees! DJ is a LCSW, a
passionate advocate, and a proud
member of the LGBTQIA+
community. You don't want to miss
this one!
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FCA’s SNUG team took the lead in commemorating Gun Violence Awareness Month.
The SNUG team tabled at the “Wear Orange” event in Eisenhower Park on June 3rd,
sharing information about the program with other community groups and political
leaders. Members of a therapeutic support group for mothers who lost their children
(Life After Loss A.N.D.R.E.) spoke about their experiences of loss and grief and their
journeys to healing. On June 4th, SNUG hosted a community BBQ event, at FCA’s 31
Main Street location in Hempstead, during which attendees reflected and
remembered loved ones lost to gun violence and participated in the creation of a
memorial rock garden. With nearly 30 community members in attendance, this was
an especially powerful event. Team members and SNUG Program Manager, Latesha
Fowler, attended both a candlelight vigil and shooting response rally on Terrace
Avenue for a 19-year-old killed in the neighborhood in early June. The SNUG team
also hosted a social “safe space” for youth to hang out with the goal of getting them
to connect with each other and outreach workers, to be productive, and to keep
them off the streets.

“Latesha’s presence in the community is unwavering. She provides a
level of comfort, understanding, and hope that is very grounding in such
grave times.” - Nicole Allen, LMSW, SNUG/OVS Social Worker

Increasing organizational capacity and community impact by embedding
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion as a foundational pillar throughout FCA’s
structure and framework.

GUN VIOLENCE AWARENESS MONTH

PRIDE MONTH
Long Island Pride was celebrated with a march down Main Street in the charming
village of Farmingdale. Staff from several programs proudly wore rainbow colors to
show our support. We had representation from all 5 of FCA’s divisions, as well as 2
Board Members, a former client, and tons of family and friends. Our group was
warmly greeted by many elected officials and we were invited to march with their
contingent. Viewers along the way gladly reached out for the pride flags and tote
bags we distributed. With FCA emblazoned against a rainbow background, there
was no doubt that FCA was in the house.
Progress is usually born of pain and the history of Stonewall is critical to
understanding why we celebrate pride today. The now historic Stonewall revolt
against police harassment, even brutality, occurred in June, 1969. The Stonewall
Inn, a bar in NYC’s Greenwich Village, was frequented mainly by members of the
gay and transgender communities who were regularly subjected to police abuse.
After decades of persecution, enough was enough, and for two days, June 28-29th,
what ensued has been referred to as a riot. That was the impetus for “out and
proud”, and a movement was created and took off. The first pride parade in NYC
was the following June. On Long Island however, it was not clear sailing. After
twenty years of attending the NYC pride parade, Long Islanders wanted their own.
Community activists approached several villages and communities for a parade
permit and were rejected one after another. The group leaders drew a line in the
sand when Huntington Village rejected them. A lawsuit in federal court was
initiated and won. The first Long Island Pride Parade was June 9th, 1991.
FCA stands proudly with the LGBTQIA+ community. Don’t try to rain on our parade.
Well on Sunday it did, but that didn’t stop us.

Statement from FCA's
President on the Uvalde
School Shooting
“Once again, lives have been
lost and torn apart by
senseless gun violence, this
time at an elementary school
in Texas. We mourn with the
families of the 19 children and
2 adults who were killed, as
well as all those impacted by
this horrific act. We know that
practically every parent in
America is hugging their
children a little tighter
tonight and feeling more
vulnerable and exposed than
ever before. At FCA, we
continue to view gun violence
as one of our nation’s most
pressing public health
problems. While a single,
comprehensive solution
eludes us, we believe that
responsible gun safety
legislation, adequate public
funding for prevention
programs and comprehensive
mental health support for
children, teens and adults,
including those impacted by
violence are critical
components of a longoverdue national strategy to
save lives.”

SUPPORTIVE CARE FOR GENDER
EXPANSIVE PEOPLE
On June 15th, FCA hosted Juli Grey-Owens, the Board Chair & Executive
Director of Gender Equality New York, Inc. (GENY) for an informative workshop
and riveting discussion on creating spaces that are supportive and affirming
for Gender-Expansive people. Juli taught us LGBTQIA+ terminology, clarified
common misconceptions, and created space for staff to ask the questions that
often feel off-limits. She also provided helpful suggestions, on how we can
improve as an organization, that the DEI Council is excited to implement. We
are so grateful for Juli, and other professionals like her, who use their
experiences to guide others on how to do better for the future.

Awareness Months
July:
National Minority
Mental Health
Awareness Month

September:
National Hispanic &
Latinx Heritage Month
(9/15-10/15)
National Alcohol &
Drug Addiction
Recovery Month

